301 Invites Lynn Stewards

UL Local 301 has invited shop stewards from the Lynn GE works to attend Monday's meeting of shop stewards in Schenectady to discuss united action in current negotiations with the company. The invitation was extended after reports from the GE Local 23 in Lynn that there were plans to meet with the company to discuss the current bargaining problem. Such a meeting could be potentially harmful because of the overwhelming support for working with GE expressed by the Lynn local at a recently held meeting attended by more than 1,000 persons.

It is hoped that some of the GE stewards will be able to get here in time to attend the meeting of the shop stewards in Schenectady. The subject of united action will be fully discussed by the GE stewards and union leaders. Previous Schenectady gatherings have shown that the stewards and rank-and-file members of 301 are completely behind GE efforts to form a united front with all GE workers in order to win wage increases and other relevant demands.

GE Holiday Steal Discussion Marks Week's Shop Meetings

GE's holiday steal was the big topic of conversation in the Schenectady works this week. The talk about the company's efforts to deprive workers of time off for Memorial Day and July 4 was sparked by a letter discussing the shop gates.

The most important subject discussed was the union's role. The company was asked to invite the union's position that the holiday steal is not fair, as it is not observed by all employees. The letter also suggested that the union should take a stand on this issue.

Local Women Set Program For National UE Meeting

Women members of UL Local 301 have stepped up to draft a program to present at the national women's conference. The program will be based on the following points:

- 1. Women's role in the struggle for recognition and respect for women's work.
- 2. Women's role in the struggle for economic justice.
- 3. Women's role in the struggle for political power.

The program will be presented at the national conference in New York on the 21st day. The conference is expected to bring a wide range of speakers to discuss these issues.

State Division Party

UL Local 301 members in the Schenectady area have scheduled a party for Wednesday evening, May 8 at the local hall.

BAND PLAYS ON. Tony Villa and his band provided the musical entertainment. The band was made up of members of the Schenectady band and featured成功的25周年纪念音乐会的当地乐队和歌手。
Top Labor Leaders Denounce Goldwater-Rhodes Proposals

Top leaders of every segment of the labor movement denounced the proposed Goldwater-Rhodes union control bill in congressional hearings today.

In a joint statement in the afternoon, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the United Auto Workers, and the Steelworkers Union stated that the proposal would "be a death sentence to the American worker." The unions agreed that the control bill would "be the most dangerous threat to the democratic process in this country since the Civil War." They also warned that the bill would "open the door to the most widespread and systematic union corruption in our nation's history."

The joint statement said that the control bill would "lead to the destruction of unions, the erosion of workers' rights, and the undermining of democratic institutions." It also said that the bill would "be a victory for the forces of reaction and a defeat for the forces of progress."

The unions stated that they would "resist every attempt to pass this bill and would use all legal means to ensure its defeat."

---

Anti-Bias Group Plans Job Survey Situation

On April 11, the Anti-Bias Group will conduct a job survey of employers in Scranton, Pennsylvania. The survey will be conducted in conjunction with the Scranton Industrial Relations Committee, which is responsible for enforcing the city's anti-bias laws.

The survey will be conducted by telephone and will focus on complaints of discrimination in employment. The group will be looking for information on wage and salary practices, hiring practices, and other aspects of employment.

The Anti-Bias Group will also be looking for information on the city's anti-bias laws and how they are enforced. The group will be looking for information on the effectiveness of the city's anti-bias laws and how they can be improved.

The group is hoping to gather information from as many employers as possible in order to gain a complete picture of the employment situation in Scranton.

---

What's Watts and Why?

UNION ELECTRICAL WORKERS AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (AFL)

H. J. Watts

Watts Enterprises

Watts Enterprises is a industrial union that represents workers in the electrical and machine industries. The union has a strong record of fighting for workers' rights and has won significant victories in recent years.

---

Rule Bars Jobless Pay in Shutdown

A federal judge has ruled that workers who are not on active duty during a government shutdown are not entitled to unemployment benefits.

The judge ruled that the federal government is not required to pay unemployment benefits to workers who are not on active duty during a government shutdown. The judge noted that the federal government is not required to pay workers for work that is not being performed.

The judge also ruled that workers who are not on active duty during a government shutdown are not entitled to unemployment benefits. The judge noted that the federal government is not required to pay workers for work that is not being performed.

The judge's ruling is expected to be appealed by the federal government.

---

Board Walls Full Support To GE Strikers in Scranton

Local 301's executive board met on April 11 to discuss the situation at GE in Scranton. The board voted to support the strikers and to take action to support them.

In a statement, the board said that "the company's actions are wrong and unjustifiably depriving the workers of their livelihood." The board also said that it would take action to support the strikers and that it would work to ensure that the workers' rights are protected.

---

Lynn Tansky Unity

Lynn Tansky, a united worker, has been arrested for picketing outside of a factory in Scranton. The factory is owned by GE, and the workers are striking against the company's policies.

Lynn Tansky has been active in the labor movement for many years and has been involved in many protests and demonstrations. She has been a leader in the fight for workers' rights and is known for her dedication to the labor movement.

---

An Offer to Vea

Vea Company has offered a contract to its workers that includes a raise, improved benefits, and better working conditions. The workers are expected to vote on the contract in the next few days.

Vea Company is a major employer in Scranton, and the workers have been seeking a new contract for several months. The company's offer is seen as a major victory for the workers and is expected to be accepted unanimously.

---
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